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and continuing through
November 29- Under the auspices
Relations club
of the International
exdepartment,
history
the
and
speak
to
invited
perts have been
situations
on current international
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ago.

"Vestem Europe: Its Importance
topic of Dr.
to the U. S.," will be the
morning
Martha Black's Wednesday
International
Black
is
Dr.
talk.
chapel
Officer in the Bureau of
Relations
Office of Western
Affairs,
German
European Affairs, Department of State
She was graduated
in Washington.
College and taught
from Wellesley
.
political science there in 1947-48Highlighting the week will be
Wednesday night's discussion of
"Point Four" by Mr. Kingsley
Wheeler Hamilton of the Division of British Commonwealth Affairs, Department of State, Mr.
Hamilton graduated from Wooster in 1933 with honors in history
and received his M. A. from the
Fletcher School of International
Diplomacy. Since that time be has
in
served the State Department
Hungary, Switzerland, and French
As vice-consat Saigon, he was interned by the Jap-

Indo-Chin-a.

ul

during the war, and was

anese

returned to the U. S. in 1942 on
the S. S.

Gripsholm. The address

will be given in Scot Auditorium.
Dr. Lowell Ragatz, head of Ohio
State's history department, will speak
in Chapel on Thursday morning, Nov.

"Ferment in the Near East."
Author of "March of the Empire" and
several other books on imperialism,
the Ohio State professor is considered
an authority in his field.
Another expert, yet to be announced, will conclude the week of
emphasis on international relations in
Friday morning's Chapel.
29 on
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mortal rival and friend, Oberlin, to
the piping of the kiltie band, the
antics of cheerleaders, and a peptalk
by Mr. John Siskowic, father of grid-der- s
Sam and John Siskowic.

Thanksgiving Here
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Oberlin Steals Show
In Wooster's 'Hamlet5

all-camp-

sub-statio-

pre-pai-

us

Oxford Debaters
Battle Wooster

n

d.

Rees-Mog-

g,

Senators Discuss
Corsages, Party

Plans for an
party
to be held December 10 as part
of the Wooster Day celebration
were outlined at last Monday
night's Senate meeting by John
Keitt, chairman.
Symphony
all-camp-

Serio-comi-

e

I

indicate:

taught
country
ool during the winters
to pay
r his summer
schooling at
k?ter college, a Presbyterian
schol noted for its
earnest emphasis on hard
work and
'P- Wooster was
full of young
mi equally determined to get
fhead. Ben ate at a boarding
house where Robert
E. Wilson,
w
airman of Standard Oil of
Indiana, waited on
table, and
Played on a
baseball team (the
Never Sweats")
with Karl T.
ompton, now chairman of the
corporation of MIT, and
Karl's
brother Wilson,
until recently,
President of the State
College of

i

100 Students Spend

--

Wooster Alumnus

"Ben started selling papers
(the
Cleveland Press), later worked
as
a janitor at the
high school until
he graduated,

1

At least 100 students will remain
The third performance of Hamlet
on campus during the four and a half
i 3
day Thanksgiving
recess beginning is scheduled to begin at 8:15 sharp
next Wednesday noon, according to tonight before a full house.
ists signed in the Dean's office this
Faculty members have been reweek.
quested to be in their offices tomor.
I
Women will live in Babcock Hall, row morning from 10:00 to 12:00 for
?
.f
while men mav remain in their re conferences with students and parents,
spective dormitories.
The Student according to custom. At 10:30 the
Union will be open throughout the WAA
game will take place
vacation to serve meals with the ex- on Babcock field.
ception of Thanksgiving dinner which
Introduction of Dads and a perwill be served in Babcock dining
formance by the band at
e
of
room.
the Wooster-Oberligame, and a reDr. Howard Lowry and Mrs. Lewis ception for parents at 4:30 in Babcock
Lowry have invited students away Hall are the special afternoon events.
Photo by Westldug from home and remaining on campus
r
A
serenade of barbershop
Leaders in the current SCC drive for S3000 point out the progress made during the first week of the campaign. for the long week end to an informal
Left to right, Gil Bloom, Jim Hughes, Lorrin Kreider, and Bill Mellin and a graph showing die $300 pledged so far. gathering at their home on Friday medleys by the Men's Glee Club beginning at 7:15 Saturday night in the
evening at 7:30.
Chapel, the final performance of Hamlet, and the
Dad's Day
Dance with its Gay Nineties theme
Western Union has ruled that
will provide Pop with a full evening
all telegrams sent by students durof entertainment.
Second, fifth, and
ing the day must be taken to the
eighth sections are planning open
College book store
and
houses for intermission.
By Bentley Duncan
Maxine Schnitzer and Carol Ross
must be
After 5 p. m.
Concluding the weekend will be
have been named by Coach J. Garber
messages may be phoned to WestThe play Hamlet is all things to all men. A diamond of innumthe special Dad's Day service in
Drushal to represent
Wooster on
ern Union over dormitory pay
erable facets, as ambiguous as truth, the inexhaustible comment which
Memorial Chapel at 11 a. m. Sunday
Monday evening, December 3, in
morning. Dr. John C. McKirachan of
it has inspired presents a great challenge to any group ambitious of phones only. No messages will be
debate with Victor Traherne and WilWestminster Presbyterian church,
taken over college telephones bestaging the play. We cannot but be grateful that Wooster's Little
Oxford University
liam
Bloomfield, N. J., father of freshman
fore 5 o'clock.
debaters.
Theatre has had the courage and the vigor to meet the challenge in
Fred McKirachan, will deliver the
The Englishmen will uphold the af- sermon.
this week-end'- s
performances.
In the impossible role, as the
firmative on Resolved, That this house
favors a free national health service.
distracted Prince, Dick Oberlin performed expertly. Rising to the occasThe verbal battle will begin at 8 p. m.
in Memorial Chapel.
ion, he was dignified and sensitive,
stern and flippant and emotional by
Oxford students were last guests
turns. With subtle force he domof the campus three years ago. Caminated every scene, and carried the
bridge University sent debaters here
play himself by the sheer penetrating
in 1949.
power of his interpretation.
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Miss Patricia Lockwood was a competent Ophelia. Using a shrill voice
to good advantage, she performed with
discretion and taste in a taxing role.
Bill Garber, as Polonius, turned in
the usual polished performance which
we have come to expect from Mr.
c
platitudes and
Garber.
tortuous witticisms fell pleasantly
from his lips. In skillful acting, he
ranked second only to Oberlin.
John Kirk was only fair as ClaudA Wooster alumnus made the ius the King. He never quite gave the
front cover of Time magazine impression of a man with fratricide on
his conscience. His Queen, Nancy
this week.
handthough remarkably
Brunner,
Benjamin
Fairless, president
of
some and surprisingly young looking,
L'nited States Steel
Corporation
and
never penetrated below the emotional
member of the Wooster
board of
trustees, is featured in the Nov. 12 issue of the news
magazine, both on the
cover and in a
biographical
sketch under the
Business and Finance
section. Mr. Fairless is
slated to speak
here on Dec. 11
at the Woester Rededication Anniversary dinner.
The college itself and
other illustrious alumni also received favorable
mention in the article, as the
excerpts
quoted below (by permission of
Time)

TIME

For the twenty-fiftyear, Wooster will officially welcome Dad
to the campus with a week-enof festivities planned for his enjoyment and in his honor.
Tonight at 7:15 on Babcock field
the Scots will rally against their

.

and
on "Pakistan
Political Status." A gradDr. Rice was
uate of Wooster in 1906,
personally acquainted with Ali Khan
who was assassinated several months
speaking

Its Present

25th Dads Weekend
d

-

and problems.
EmeriDr. Herbert Rice, President
College in
tus of Forman Christian
stuLahore, Pakistan, will address the
Nov. 27, in
dent body on Tuesday,

Campus Observes
h

"Week of the World" will be
first
observed by Wooster for the
Novbeginning
years
four
in
time

Chapel,
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Concert Nov.
Wooster's

28

Community
Orchestra will present the second program of the Community Concert series
on Wednesday evening, November 28.
Mr. Alan Collins will conduct the
Photo by Westkuig evening concert which will include
"To be or not to be" mused Dick Beethoven's "First Symphony" and a
Guildenstern were singularly inept.
sitting alone, Bach "Concerto for Two Violins." Mr.
as Hamlet,
Oberlin
As the Ghost, Dick Harris, in a dagger in hand, on the parapeted Howard Mickens and Aleo Sica will
purely vocal part, was sufficiently
solo in the Bach Concerto.
stage of Scot auditorium.
His clear precise diction compared favorably with the
enunciation of certain of the other
actors. In the smaller roles, the three
Players James Jolliff, Douglas Black,
and Betty Jane Mitchell were the
the play
most successful, making
Rehearsals are well underway for a series of December concerts
within the play one of the night's
most enchanting moments. In the com- by the
college choir under the direction of Professor Richas
edy parts, Frederick Wollerman
ard T. Gore.
Osric, Arthur Hook and William
l
Bach's "Magnificat," Charles
were
Gravediggers
Patterson as the
of
the
"Song
Greene's
Paul
and
all competent. William Caskey, as
and Henry Purcell's
Wilderness,"
Marcellus, was fair. Less successful
of Art" will be preSons
Ye
"Come,
were Donald Kemp, Wilbur Franklin,
December
9 at 8 p. m. in
on
sented
Bernardo,
and Robert Schneider as
Memorial Chapel. To be presented on
Compilation of a list of about 30
Fortinbras.
and
Francisco,
the eve of Wooster's Rededication Union dance bands is nearing comover-all
The fluid movement and
ceremonies, the three numbers will be pletion and will soon be available to
smoothness of action testified to skill- sung in tribute to the school's fiftieth social chairmen of all campus organir
ful direction. Fortunately, Mr.
anniversary of reconstruction.
zations, according to senior Jane
Freudian
from
free
kept the play
chairman of the Senate band
occasthis
on
choir
the
Supporting
embroidery. Many of the minor crises
committee.
and
orchestra
a
be
ion will
were played with remarkable restraint,
The service is an attempt to carry
six soloists. Misses Connie Berg and
and thus the emotional energy of both
the Senate's agreement of last
out
soloists;
soprano
are
for Carole Grimm
actors and audience was saved
Mr. Beilstein of MansMiss Ilona Strasser, Cleveland, alto; March with
field
(Continued on page four)
local
to the effect that Woos159
Mr.
Warren
tenor;
Mr. Karl Trump,
would use Union bands as
Allen, Bowling Green, bass; Mrs. ter groups
Mrs. long as they could obtain a
Mary Kelly Squire .trumpet.
combo for $75. At that time Wooster
Squire is a Wooster alumna and
removed from the Union blackwas
presentathe
in
played first trumpet
list on which it had been placed just
tion of the "Messiah" two years ago.
before the Christmas formal for use
Holden Hall's formal "Snowball"
During the same week as the Re- of
bands.
Gymnas
will be thrown in Severance
dedication concert, t h e choir has
Senate
The
committee, which inium Friday evening, Nov. 30 begin- scheduled two other Herculean feats: cludes sophomore Jack Simpers and
ning at 9 P- m. ine winterianu ukuh Part I of Hayden's "Creation" to be freshman Mary Lou Lemke as well as
will be carried out to the music ot sung Dec. 12 with the Canton Sym- the chairman, have filed bands accordLarry Gray's orchestra from Ashland phony, and Bach's "B Minor Mass" ing to fee, above and below $200.
and in a woodland setting complete to be presented as an open rehearsal Dance committees are urged to conIntermission entertainwith sleigh.
and student soloists on tact one of the band committee memholiday with orchestra
ment promises to be in the
bers for further information.
Dec. 16.
spirit.
other-worldl-

y.

Gore Rehearses Choir, Orchestra

For Rededication Concert in December
120-voic- e

Var-del-

Senate Urges Use
Of Union Bands

Ab-ernath-

-

I

Symphony Plays

Shan-owe-

i
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Photo by Westkuig

surface of the part.
On the other hand, Paul Bushnell,
as Laertes, acted with confidence and
consistency, combined with a deft
reading of his lines. Unfortunately the
same cannot be said for Donald HasWashington . . .'
kell, whose Horatio lacked strength
Mr. Wilsoa
and Dr. Compton will and sincerity, and who revealed no
0 be present
for the Rededication adequate conception of the role. As
m December and
Arlan Heiser and
wiill speak foils to Hamk-t- ,
"neriy.
and
John Williams as Rosencrantz

us

37-pie-

ce

Holden Throws
Formal Snowball

six-piec-

non-Unio- n

-

e

y,

Some form of entertainment will
be given in the rhapel, followed by
the annua Christmas tree party in the
quad. A movie in Scot auditorium and
an informal dance in the gym will
complete the evening, for which women will receive 12 o'clock permissions.
The Senate also discussed the Campbell Plan, which permits the Senate
President to appoint members to committees from among the student body.
Lorrin Kreider pointed out that the
plan seems to place too great a burden
on the President, since he cannot be
expected to know all competent persons who would qualify for work on
committees. Kreider clarified the situation by stating that there were two
types of committees: (1) functional
committees that is, necessary for the
proper functioning of the Senate itself
whose chairmen are always Senate
members; and (2) "project" committees or committees employed in carrying out
projects
(Continued on page four)
Senate-sponsore- d

Sections Win

15

Fall Pledging

In

Fifteen men were pledged by eight
of the nine active sections during
midsemester pledging last week. According to the
of the Men's
Association, these men do not have
to participate in next February's
festivities unless they wish
to do so.
by-la-

Hell-wee-

ws

k

The Dean's office has released the
following list of pledges: First, James
Dilgren; Second, Art Hook, Allen
Krause, Robert Stults, Dick Sheppard;
Third, Jim Stiles, Bisham Parmar;
Fourth, Warren Bovenkirki, Dave
Sixth, Herb Strauss, Bob
Wheeler; Seventh, Don Brown, Art
Leota; Eighth, Ellsworth Swift; Ninth.
Joe Beatty.
Fil-sing-

er;

Friday, November
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Past, Present Future

Ferm Publishes

. . .

VtJufid

Protestant Guide

For many years editors, preachers, and great
religious leaders nave Deen expounumg uuuugu
every medium possiDie tne agmniaiiLe 01 uuj.
Thanksgiving celebration.
There seem to be two schools of thought on this
national observance. One group hammers at us to
blessings in the form of our achieve
ments, our great progress and our still greater
imuiwv
tuture. lhe otner asKs us to reniemuei
beginnings, our forefathers' sacrifices, and our
"great inheritance." However, both place unlimited
stress on the importance of humbleness to God.
It is here, then, that I would find my message
in grateful acknowledgment
for Thanksgiving
enabled us to fulfill the
has
that
power
the
of
challenge of our humble beginnings and to envision a limitless future.
H. K.

Publication of his fourteenth
book, "A Protestant Dictionary,"
was announced this week by Dr.
Vergilius Ferm, head of the philosophy department.

':lkv
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y
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By Bentley Duncan
AT WOOSTER, criticism is generally considered
and there are many illustrations of this
moral
tude. I remember, particularly well, an irate young
who at one time accosted me with the accusation
he had yet to read anything "constructive" in this

bad-temper-

i

,

and Scaitti . .

t

'

am

0.
tli
coj

umn. Now "constructive criticism" is a phrase forev
Called by Dr. Edgar Brightman of
on the lips of moralists and bores. According to
tl
Boston University "perhaps the most
breed, if you write an eulogy which only dead mjjj,
versatile and competent editor of rewill read then that is something "constructive"
ligious works of reference that this
noble and good; but if you conduct a searching ingt
country has produced in the present
into the hidden weaknesses of an institution, then th
century," Dr. Ferm has inscribed his
is cruel, mean, unkind,
in short "J
latest work "to the many students of
structive."
Wooster some seven thousand, I believe, during a period of soon a quarNOW I VENTURE to suggest that criticism of
ter of a century who have sat with
life, as of art, is not "constructive" or "destructive"-ratherme in Kauke 133 and discussed tocriticism is either good criticism or bad criti.
gether the alluring subjects of philoscism. Good criticism when there is a clear grasp 0
ophy and religion."
the inner aims of the institution criticized and at
The book contains short biographwhat points there is failure to fulfill these
ical sketches about hundreds of men
with insight into the relations of the i0.
who have been the leaders in the destitution with the wider world of which it is a
velopment of Protestant history, precriticism when there is an arbitrary application
cise statements of principal trends in
of criteria external to the thing criticized, combined
Protestant church history and Christwith lack of understanding of an institution's internal
ian doctrine and theology with emphagoals and external relations.
sis on ideas central to Protestant docI FURTHER VENTURE that most student criticism
trine.
is BAD CRITICISM; for it fails to undents
Wooster
is
if
see
can
we
"My belief
that
Christian thought and practice in their the purposes which the college seeks to express, or tl'
historical setting we shall better un- aims which it strives to attain it is therefore irresponsderstand the divisions which have ible. The fairly disgruntled group who habitually criticize
occured in historical Protestantism Wooster almost always centers its criticism on the Ac
and know what is the task ahead in ministration and Faculty and rarely sees anything
the student body. These persons cannot forgiv
dealing with the healing of the
have this liberal arts college for not being a business college
wounds which such divisions
caused in the past thus creating a or an industrial school, or an engineering school,
is worse
a social center, or an institute for pre
more strengthened unity among Protestants in the days ahead. I hope this matrimonial preparation. They cannot understand tk
book will serve that end," stated Dr. the college's function is the very necessary business
enlarging minds, not the trivial business of enlargi;;
Ferm.
the Student Union.
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On April 5, 1935 the College of Wooster, largely through the persistence of President Wishart,
received a notable gift from the Carnegie Corporation, a gift known as the "Carnegie Music Study
Set." The gift consisted of some 826 records, 136

d

cabalbums, one oak cabinet, 251 scores, one steel
cloth-bouna
music,
on
books
inet for scores, 125
catalogue ,and a Capehart phonograph. The value
"Eleanor? Are you sure this right tackle is on the OFFENSIVE team?"
of the gift at the time was around $5000. Wooster
was one of the few colleges to receive this gift.
President Wishart, in a letter to the Corporation at that time, promised that "we shall endeavor
to take good care of this equipment and useandit
faithfully for the enhancement of our artistic
cultural standards on the campus." The gift carried
By Jean Laurie
with it one stipulation that the set be kept together
Maybe you've heard the legend that ends something like this:
and placed where the various items can be used
for students and others at all reasonable hours.
"And when this first Thanksgiving was over, the governor of the
During the first years the college was required to Plymouth Pilgrims stood up, drew his broadsword, and struck
the
report annually on the care and the use of the
empty wooden dish before him, proclaiming, "Hail, pie of the
STUDENT CRITICISM FINDS its other great
set . . .
I dub thee Prince of Thanksgiving Day."
pumpkin!
knack
a
in college rules. Now, it is undoubtedly true
shows
target
animal
human
Oddly enough the
actually
the
that
But
women's dormitory rules are largely archaic,
sometimes
this
is
only
and
legend.
a
first
The
neglecting
gradually
for
Dad's Day services in Memorial
that the smoking rule is obsolescent, and that the
forgetting entirely those treasures which are of Thanksgiving, according to historians, the popular Godey's Lady's Book,
to was a three-dadrinking rule is provincial. Corning from a land
picnic, with the em- started an energetic campaign for Chapel Sunday at 11 a. m. will be
greatest value and yet which cost
the
of
Many
on
where the venerable grape is held in true esteem,
accessible.
pnasis
rood, tun, and sporting nation-wid- e
observance of the day. conducted by Dr. John Charles
use and which are easily
of Bloomfield, N. J., whose
"the
library,
in
events;
alas,
books
the drinking rule to me seems to be a litde funny
was
there
no
pumpkin
appeal
Her
great
President
to
Lincoln
campus,
upon
on
the
treasures
and a little pathetic Of course, liquor unquestionably
great pictures in the art museum, records of' great pie, nor even turkey. Instead, the his succession effected his beautifully-worde- son Fred is a freshman here. Dr.
tables were heaped with boiled eels
presents a grave problem particularly to teetotalers.
proclamation setting Novem- McKirachan is pastor of the Westmusic in the music room often enough suffer
and venison, ducks, clams and mussels, ber 26 as a day of thanksgiving and minster Presbyterian Church in Bloom-field- .
neglect.
THEN THERE IS the question of required attendant;
prayer. In this year of 1863, newsfrom corn bread, plums and pigeon pie
The 826 records of the music set rangeHinde-mith'classes. This principle rests on the fiction secoc:
at
Guest
speaker
the
Thanksgiving
for
all washed down with native grape-juic- papers grumbled that poultry was
s
Bach's "Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor" to
only to the fiction that Wooster students are hard work
recess
on
service
November
will
25
of
a
rather
variety.
strong
and
scarce
much
too expensive turkey
"String Quartet, Op. 22." Among the rec-r- c
ers that the words of the lecturer are of imperishabl:
cost between fourteen and sixteen be Dr. Orlo Choguill, a
- 1,'cfpnpr ran find music for anv mood. If he
In
the
earliest
y
days,
of
the
one
value. Actually, nothing of any importance is eft:
U1UJ
Kansas
from
Topeka.
is
He
minister
cents a pound at retail in New York
favorite sports was a
wants quaint music of the middle ages, he has
shoot
learned at lectures. For the real learning process take1
City, and "as a general rule," the pastor of the First Presbyterian Church
Palestrina's "Missa Papae Marcelli." If he wants which was held on Thanksgiving New
place only when the student applies his whole mind tt
of
city.
that
York Tribune complained, "the
morning during church services and
modern music in a modern mode, he has Stravinthe comprehension of written materials. The vital funA neighboring minister, Dr. George
or Prokofieff's "The Love of was consequently frowned upon by the birds are not too fat."
sky's "The Fire-bird- "
ction of the instructor is to form attitudes and to demur
Parkinson
of
Presbyterian
the
First
Three Oranges." If he has a yen for the classical clergy. This sports tradition has
It was not until 1942 that conand does not lie in commun
strate correct techniques
Church
scheduled
in
Canton,
is
take
to
evolved into our present Thanksgiving
gressional
purity of the 18th century, he can listen to Hanlegislation
of the subjer
misunderstanding
eating
own
his
particular
made
campus
the
December
on
pulpit
2. Dr.
del's "Pastoral Symphony" from "The Messiah" or football game.
Thanksgiving a legal national holParkinson has visited Wooster several matter to his students.
iday on the fourth Thursday of
to Mozart's last great symphony, the "Jupiter";
times in recent years.
As to menu changes, every respectBUT RULES PRESENT, at best, a rather superficii
or, if he wants music lusciously harmonious, he
November.
Meanwhile,
it had
On December 9 the Moderator of
able
American
toThanksgiving
dinner
Grieg's
to
subject
or
for criticism. Rather, the juciest and most obvioc
"Unfinished"
can listen to Schubert's
been observed in eight different
the General Assembly of the Presby
day includes turkey
with plenty of
target for criticism hence the one least likely to
"Concerto In A Minor." If he wants something stuffing
months of the year and at the
terian Church, U. S. A., will deliver
and cranberry sauce. We've
attacked is the general imbecility of the student body
modern, interesting, and American, he can play
suggestion of the President. So,
the morning sermon. He is Dr. H.
also
added
boiled
cinnaonions
and
is nothing in the universe to equal the marvel
There
Ferde Grofe's "Grand Canyon Suite" or Jerome
320 years after the Pilgrims held
Ray Anderson of the Fourth Presbymon
pears
to
the
older
favorites
Levant
Oscar
lous
of the Wooster student. Was there
hear
he
can
Kern's "Showboat," or
their feast with friend Massasoit
terian Church in Chicago. Dr. Andersquash, sweet and mashed potatoes,
Blue"
ever
a
in
so
culturally
illiterate, so politically ccc
creature
"Rhapsody
Gershwin's
play
and his ninety Indian braves,
son's service will be broadcast over
and peas. And the pigeon pies have
placent, so lacking in enthusiasm for learning?
a
couple
Thanksgiving
became
legal
Am
a
away
whiled
I
WWST at 11 a. m.
The other afternoon
Deen eliminated
tavor or
erican holiday.
While I listened and the legendary inpumpkin. mince
of hours in the music room
Arise, ye iconoclasts! Here stands your graven
and dreamed, the sunlight poured through the
idol!
is our most distinctly American
It
Thanksgiving achieved its full
windows, the campus stretched in great beauty
holiday, too. Sometimes Thanksgiv- TEACHER EXAMS SET
legal status much later than we
to the west, the sky was cloudless. A boy and a
ing seems to symbolize
National Teacher Examinations will
think. Washington proclaimed the
girl, deeply engrossed in each other, walked
turkey and football tickets, outright be held on February 16, 1952. Appli
east
first
national Thanksgiving Day
northward from the lib and on along to the
commercialism and unrestrained gorg- cation forms and information may be
on November 26, 1789. As a natof Kauke. In some odd way the joy in a Mozart
ing; but the real Thanksgiving is a obtained from the college or from
to
ional holiday, however, it died
Quartet was the right musical accompaniment
more pleasant combination of feasting the National Teacher Examinations.
out, mostly because Southerners
the joy apparent in the greatly absorbed young
and funmaking and churchgoing and Educational Testing Service, P. O. Box In
resented national observance of a
couple. Then as I listened to the crashing power
friendliness;
with a very special 592, Princeton, New Jersey. Applica
New England custom.
of Khatchaturian's "Concerto for Piano and Orthanks to the God who makes it tions and fees must be in before
By Wally Wills
chestra" and as I looked out to the north toward
Sarah Josepha Hale, author-edito- r
of possible.
January 18, 1952.
Last Tuesday night, the second of two lectures celebrai
the playing field, I felt that a bit of Khatchaturian,
ing the centenary of America's most famous monslt
heard at the right moment and in the right place,
was given by Walter E. Bezanson, Professor of English t
might put extra iron into the souls of even our
.
.
Rutgers University. His subject was "Moby Dick,
heroes.
football
of Art," based on Herman Melville's famed work
Work
well
Why
does
knows
man
walked
give
He
the snake infame
down the corridor feeling
Anyone with a grain of experience
flabby, his mind racing on somewhere like a pantthat you cannot propagate a love for art, literaLinking curses with his name?
After glances at other viewpoints on the book abou:
ture, and music by exhortation. Yet the intense ing pacing runner after breaking the tape flabby
whale Moby Dick as a part of the American lithe
I think I can explain this quirk
joy that anyone can experience from these sources
terary renaissance of the 1850's, as a "secular Bible" af
like one a of row of sponges rows of sponges
His kin led man to sin and work.
makes one want to exhort.
modern day influence in various art forms from tc'
spewing out sporatically through the course large
ourremind
well
to
be
certi to comic books Bezanson presented a clearly ouit
might
case,
His
forebearer tempted Eve in the Garden ;
In any
and small hastily formed globules of unassimilated
in
having
tlined lecture which emphasized two major points.
selves occasionally of our good fortune
Eve, who then went to Elizabeth Arden
knowledge about' probing, pricking prong-lik- e
the music set and of the joy for us in the listenThe first was that Ishmael was the center of a dyW"1
'
To find out what charms, what cosmetic goo
questions by which process the size of the absorpG. W. Bradford
ing.
force about whom all action revolved in "centrepiul
Could make Adam eat fruit of the apple tree too.
tion of intellectual food could be ascertained, conemanations. One reason why Moby Dick was slow it
For to eat of this tree w as a sin most alarmin'
ditioning indigestion or noningestion by a survival
gaining popularity (It sold 557 copies in twenty Jt&
of the fittest race being fittest means having the To get him to do it she had to be charmin'.
was that Melville tells the story from three points
e
greatest ppm
We all know what happened ! It's safe to assume
Mad mad questions
view: from that of Ishmael in the first person,' Ishra
earning one a seat somewhere on a competitive The high pleasing power of the Arden perfume.
in the third person past tense and in an overall vie
The WOOSTER VOICE, official student publication ot the
curve system but that religion prof said competiBezanson identified the several Ishmaels and sbo
Not to criticize Adam, or speak of the dead,
College of Wooster, is published at Wooster, Ohio, weekly durtion is the basis of hell In a Christian college then
ing the ichool year except holidays, examination and vacation
their relation to the author.
But he sure might have smelled a rat instead;
Subscription price is $2.00 a year. Editorial offices
periods.
rather fantastically
a bed of oysters forming
are located in room 15, Kauke Hall, phone 413. Members of
Or, to use illustration of classical class.
The second point was that in contrast to the mechi"
the Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspearls slowly about grains of irritating sand in inpaper Association and printed by the Henery Printing Company.
istic literature of crystal form during the previous
dependent study learning about medieval student He might have suspected a snake in the grass!
Represented for national advertising by National Advertising
Service, Inc., 420 MadisonAve., New York, N. Y. Entered as
chine age (e.g. The Scarlet Letter), Melville's novel
inspectors supervising school-master- s
and who For because of the treachery played by his Frau
second class matter at the post office of Wooster, Ohio, under
of a new age and follows an organic structure of Erat:
Act of August 24, 1912.
fined him if he left town without permission and
We must now earn our bread by the sweat of our brow.
son's school of criticism. Moby Dick is redeemed ffc
now college 101 a prerequisite middle-clas- s
Jean Snyder
EDITOR ..:
tradeAlthough
this does not, to my view and knowledge
the often-helmark
be
criticism of formlessness since its u1'-ito
used
When
you see the sign Bachelor
Howard King
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Apply
to
young folks who are going to college.
sustained by growth from a dynamic center, Ishnu''
Richard Duke of Arts it stands for quality and excellence the
SPORTS EDITOR
The new viewpoint provides the foundation for his i""'
But if students think they escape from this ban
product has met careful inspection Years of perBentley Duncan
FEATURE EDITOR
that the book grows the whale grows outward s
fection in our research laboratories with
The sweat is but doubled upon the old man.
William Arbus of constant testing and analysis of our methods
BUSINESS MANAGER
symbol
from the subconscious self of Ishmael throujproduct A student must do his work reasonably well
Phyllis Berting through all stages of its stamping and molding
"latent dream power." This delving into a dark advec'
CIRCULATION MANAGER
ture through the subconscious becomes the source, the".
STAFF ASSISTANTS:
with mathematics science psychology social sciences Or this ancestor may tell him where to get off.
of the metaphor, and symbolic imagery with which I"
Lorraine Martigan, Ivan Preston,' Walter Wills, Pat
art and religion has made our product the best so The whole vicious circle is too hard to shake
Blosser, John Bergen, George Bender, Lauretta Dyer,
And so mankind works
book is filled.
always ask for Bachelor of Arts, symbol of qualand he curses the snake.
Marcia Lizza, Jay Qx, Frank Cook, jean Laurie, Jim
ity
.
Johnson, Mary Richards, Mary Ronsheim, Carol Cobb,
P. M. Wright
The first lecture of the series was delivered by
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Bezanson Dissects Whale

Tuesday Chapel Lecture
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Of Life and Work
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immediate paternal one.

enck Moore,
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COOK PICKs
INTRAMURAL ALL.STARS

v-oo-

Kin

IW'ilh Frank Cook
(In reporting intramural tootball this season, Frank Cook has seen everv
, ,
)..
. it
,.U ...
i
tl
'
"lc lmlt ,""
"ervauon or
game
l'""
clashes he has chosen
an
star onensive team.
Sports Ed.)
what he considers an
,. .
unw; THAT AMDTT4FR
i r
.1
yjL

tt

I- -

:.

Yeomen's Burnhsm
Offensive Threat

'c"n

Scots' Finale

17-

j-

c-.,:-

n

May Takes Second

2)acL 2)ay

imiauiuuu iootDaii has come
armcnair tuauies win Degin to speculate about the coming
'
pasc rootDaii struggles. In
intraniuiAi
secona-gucwer- s
ot
tnese
win come up with a defense that could
Most
successfully stop an opponents; wnne at the same time an infallible
an oitense that has the high potential endbooster's football team will
offense will De aesignea
its 1951 season tomorrow
Ot Scoring uu cvciv
when the Yeomen from Obrrlin
.
DT AVTT3C
n
TI4E
rrCT
rC
uuwever, win re happy to sit
mvyoi
'
mmc severance Stadium to
play
thankful that they got through another sched
back and relax
Dctore the annual Dad's Day
ule with oruy a lew minor injuries such as a black eye, a broken
crowd.
tender muscles.
nose, and many
- TTTTX tt- - r - r
t
Ober lin brines with it
OVhK UiNE nuiNLiMu men took part in making up the squads
of four victories and three de01 tnc nine
'aK- 6Iuup came several names that
.
feats. The only two schools which
'Wm
made the opponents jod or maintaining a workable offense and de
both Oberlin and Wooster have
one.
a
fense ditticult
faced this season are Allegheny
FROM THESE NAMES I have tried to pick an all star team that
and Denison. The Yeomen de....
&
iu my
olu. in naming tnis team feated Allegheny 20-- and edged
I found it impossible to cite all ot those who gave outstanding per
venison
while the Scots
""j-'w- i
.
t
unman, w. ' juniL unc iup piayer nere
&
oeat Allegheny 20-but lost
lc
to
is the team that 1 believe deserves all star honors (there is one extra
.
Denison
man in the backheld) :
Oberlin's otheer games this season
Vern Netzley; Vernie's pass catching
Left End
include victories over Sprincfield. n.
has been a big spark in Sixth Section's offense.
1
'
o, ana Hamilton,
and losses to
Bob Voelkel; Second Section's main
Right End
Courtesy Wooster Daily Record
DePauw, 13.12, Rochester,
,
and
EVERY I1AV ic
scoring threat was contained in the glue fingers of
An.c
senior guard and father
Ohio
Wesleyan,
of
three. With Sandra, David, and
agile Bob.
Larry he looks oer the field of Severance
stadi urn in anticipation of
Bud Barta; Bud can block well and is
Left Tackle
tomorrow's game.
able to catch any pass thrown near him. He plays for
Douglass.
Ex-griddReed Barnard; "Birdie" also has the
Right Tackle
ability to block and snag passes with ease. He belongs
In
to Third Section.
14-1- 3
Center
Tom Cannon ; Tom's centering was quick
For a moment the ball seemed to
and accurate, giving his Sixth Section backfield time
hang suspended in the air-t- hen
uaa wm be king tomorrow and
e'lrth jUf bef0fe
rJning
to move.
'5?
dads of Scot gridders will be treated KuSnrgo M
Kurth could gather it in. As soon as the ball and fingertips of Bob
Bob Anderson; Andy's passing and
Quarterback
as kings during the game. Seated upon
ground met a
kt Ut a WlJd Sh0ut- Second Section had
clever ball handling was a big factor in Third Section's
.
their bleacher throne and adorned defSS ThWi
?'er
2?
defeated
Th.rd Section
m a
powerful offense.
battle to decide the
with the insignia of their sons' iersev
.uM,F,ullJUli; ui me jvenarden intramural football league.
Halfback
Don Sillars; with an unusual passing
aaas
oDserve
luuiuau
win
"""'""'i
Jtlu"u ocLiiun naa wastea no time
style, Don was a main cog in Second Section's success.
the Oberlin contest with a reral pvp
in getting their first score. Only a few by defeating Fifth on Monday, 18-Halfback
Jim Rhamey; Jim's ability to move
Three of the dads played the fall minutes after the opening whistle, Sil- they were not going to give up now.
quickly and to change his direction at a moment's
sport during their days on the Hill. lars sent Bob Clark into the end zone Bob Anderson hit Reed Barnard with
notice proved valuable for Fifth.
a TD pass early in the second half.
John Siskowic, father of John and to haul in his throw.
Fullback
Carl Fleming; Carl was another excellent
Shortly later, Anderson connected with
Sam
Siskowic,
played
quarterback. He
passer whose throws led Sixth Section to many scores.
Jim Hughes did a fine bit of
Kujth for the final score.
graduated in 1926. Ramon Dodez's
THIS TEAM has been named strictly for offensive purposes;
faking in order to gain Second's
Play was reverted to the pracdad,
thp
Mavnard
Dodez of
rlacc nf
although I am sure that this same group would be able to hold
other touchdown. Jim completely
tice field for the extra point at27, held down an end Dost for th
any other offense at bay.
fooled Third's safety man as he
tempts.
ttlack and Gold. Samuel Masi's play
ur iHt MtiN who risked lite and limb in this not-totook the pass and waltzed into
Second didn't hesitate as Sillars
eentle league should receive hearty congratulations. Time and aeain as haltback Save a preview of Chuck
the end zone unmolested.
tossed two short passes to Hughes
during every game each individual was faced with the problem of Masi's backneld work. Mr. Masi was
Since Third had earned this game
for their extra points.
111
01
Ule
Class
11
an
even temper, lhose who were able to establish a level
Keeping
'
Ll- - i
t
f.A.ernr.l.nn
TL.
uay traaiuon
ujjpuiiiiuii auu tk
to itccp tneir courace ana aesire
began in
muic n.Unu wac iuie
SPECIAL for DAD'S DAY j
tor hard, clean play throughout the entire season
all of those 1927 and has continued with one in
Music at Wooster"
are the men that may consider themselves as all stars too.
terruption to make tomorrow the
to a close
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Watch Second Section Wins Football Crown
Battle of Extra Points,
Sons Repeat Roles
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Feature Long Running Attack;
As Freshman Goes 74 Yards

Playing their only night game of the season, the Scots lost to a
strong Mount Union team Saturday,
in Hartshorn Stadium at
Alliance. Hampered by the loss of their passer, Jim Ewers, who was
badly shaken up early in the game, the Scots kept strictly to a run
ning attack and were rewarded with their three longest runs from
scrimmage or the year.
John Siskowic opened the Wooster on the 20. Joe Vandini finished the
plunge.
scoring in the second quarter with a Raiders scoring with a
three extra
scamper around left end. In Bob Turney
the third quarter Ned Martin broke points in five tries.
33-2-

place-kicke-

d

rd

d

through center and traveled 69 yards
to the end zone. For
the Scots- final
TD Pete Hershberger, playing for
in
jurea
Jerry Behringer,
galloped
around right end and reached the goal
line 74 yards away with

none of his
opponents near him. Hershberger also
aaaed three extra points.
High scorer for the evenine
Sophomore Halfback
Hugh Jae of the
rurpie Raiders. Jae took a pass from
Byrnes early in the game and
completed a
touchdown play

"i

54-yar-

d

passing
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By penalties
WMBER OF PLAYS'Z;
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rSES
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Office for Bulletin C.
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But this time
there's no

g

1

grains
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1.1 tne
aroo ping spirits
win uaine
11

111

make the score 6-A short time
,i.t anaj ...
,later he hit th - .wi iaiMc
scored
ium the
1in
Alter the runs by
0.

1

10-var- d

Siskowic and
,
,
. ,
r
"lartin nif
s lead down
"uu'ii union
to 10.9'14
Jae me back in the fourth
garter to buck across from the one-arl,ne. His third
touchdown came
" fumble in Ae Wooster
Wlf IT 8aVC
Ae Raiders
baU on
the 14la Not long
afterwards Martin
P'ed to punt deep
in his own
....'toryjmd Mcmrit Union recovered
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SNYDER
CAMERA SHOP
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1

I

251

E.

LIBERTY ST.
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No man's shoe wardrobe is
complete without a pair of
Scotch Grains. Perfect for
wear with a suit or with
slacks, and they're priced
right, too!

Amster Shoe
Famous for Fine Footwear

VtO-)

delight,

of Jr earns

Milton's Comus

Milton must have peered into a crystal
ball to write these lines. How else
could ho have foretold the delicious,
refresiling goodness of
?
Coca-Cola-

.

Store

--

7.

hey and the Miss

y

2
10

1

7

snap-shot-

1

flash-camer-

lrt

warn

IH RETAILING

4,

mmm

1

field: buying, advertising, fashion,
personnel. Specialized training, exclusively for college graduates, covers
merchandising, personnel management, textiles, store organization, sales
promotion, and all phases of store
activity. Realistic approach under
faculty. Classes are combined with paid store work. Students
are usually placed before graduation.

...

1

4

CAREERS

d

very active on
this picture be
cause he's been roasted.
Can't you visualize the cranberry sauce? The delicious stuffing, the candied yams, the running gravy . . ?
You can also imagine the happy
family gathered 'round the festive board. Probably you all get
together in this way only once
or twice a year.
And, Brother, that's what we're
pointing to . . . why not take
s
of your
some grand
Turkey-Dagathering?
Indoor light? No trouble at all.
Just use a simple
We have plenty of 'em. All you
do is squeeze the button and you
get great pictures.
Like we always say, "When you
have pleasure coming up, get
your camera ready and enjoy it
forever afterward!"

24

2
32

u

Prepare to step into a responsible
executive position in the retailing

True, he isn't

10

23

EXECUTIVE

grand old American Gobbler.

j

40
300
60

for the
fashion
wise
man

I

-

,

140

We usually sketch a cartoon in
this little column, one that's
seemingly
from the
subject of our little chat
just
so's you'll be wondering what
you're going to read. . . .
mis-takin-

tro-

Dave Allison retained his individual
conference title, which he won here
last year, as he paced the competitors
in 20 minutes and 31 seconds. Allison,
who set the Oberlin course record
last year, was ahead of his best time
after three miles; but he was slowed
down on the last mile by stomach
cramps.
Dick May fought off bids by
third place Lovett of Akron and
fourth place Horrocks of Ohio
Wesleyan to finish second to Allison for the sixth consecutive time
this season. May's time was 21
minutes, 11 seconds.
Larry Price was the third Wooster
runner to cross the finish line; he
placed fifth. Price pulled the surprising feat of beating the entire Oberlin
team in the time of 21 min., 47 sec.
The other two Scot runners
who counted in the scoring were
freshman Dave Donald in fourteenth position and Tim Bercovitz
in eighteenth place. Donald covered the course in 22:52 and Bercovitz, in 23:22.
Coach Munson has announced that
his harriers will meet Baldwin-Wallac- e
here Monday at 4:15 p. m.
This will be the last appearance at
Wooster for Dave Allison, who
weather permitting
has a chance
to crack his own 20 minute course
record. Allison, and probably
the
whole squad, will go to the National
Collegiate meet on November 24.

our

MT. UNION STATISTICS
Mt Union Wooster
,
TrvriT
rinsi DOWNS.... 19
7
By nuhing
g
j2
By

Welcome Dads

Taylor

far-fetche-

Wooster gained the victor's

phy by scoring 40 points; Oberlin
totaled 43, Ohio Wesleyan 53,
and Akron 91.

Hot Fudge Sundaes for the Football Team
upon winning the Oberlin game on "Dad's Day.:

COLLEGE
00K STORE

'-

58-yar-

first, second, and fifth, while defending champion Oberlin's first
man placed sixth in the meet at
Oberlin yesterday afternoon.

$1.00

1,

3-ya-

Wooster cross country runners
to the Ohio Conference
championship when they finished
raced

A few single records at

'-

1

1

33-2-

Conference Crown

THE SHACK

Albums
$3.00

h

7-- 0.

Lose

Retains

-

such event.
Oberlin came here to be the first
Dad's Day opposition and edged the
Scots
Since that day the Yeomen
have returned five times and lost each
time.
twenty-fourt-

Scots

Ti.

As Allison
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A
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COMPANY

THE COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY of Wooster, Ohio
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Pittsburgh

13,

Pa.
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WILD HORSE CHASE

Geology Discovery
Ends In Blush

(Continued from page one)
whose chairmen are not senators.
Dick Campbell said that it might
Ohio Wesleyan University will
prove difficult to classify certain comhost to representatives from
play
mittees, and urged that the matter be

Four College Meet

By Howard King

tigers, rather
Visions of dinosaurs, mastadons and
than the proverbial sugar plums, were dancing through the heads of
local geology students recently when the college was called to identify
a mysterious tusked jawbone found in a fresh excavation near here.
What with one thing and another, no one could decide whether it
was a tiger, a horse, or an elephant that had died of malnutrition.
saber-toothe-

All the fuss started when a Mr.
Kenneth Stanford decided to dig a
basement garage behind his partially
finished new house about a mile east
of Wooster. He had progressed to the
point of burning his shovel and hiring a steam shovel when he happened
on a musty smelling skull and jawtusks.
bone, complete with fang-like
to the
Mr. Stanford rushed
geology department of the nearest college, which happened to be Wooster.
He might well have bought a carload
of new picks and shovels.

d

Society of America. Experts there decided that it was the jaw of a modern
n
canine teeth.
horse with
well-wor-

There has been some discussion as
canine
to what a horse with
teeth was doing five feet under Mr.
Stanford's back yard. After questioning several old residents of the area,
it was discovered that a former owner
of the property used to feed dead
horses to a herd of pigs penned approximately where Mr. Stanford chose
to dig his garage. Since that time,
heavy rains and floods had deposited
a thick layer of dirt over the whole
area, leaving nothing except some
geology students and a half dug
basement garage.
well-wor-

e

post-hast-

Mr. Wilbert Danner of the geology
department answered Mr. Stanford's
plea for enlightenment by comparing
the specimen with examples of everything from birds to garter snakes, but
all to no avail. The skull was sent on
to Ohio State University for positive
identification, and Mr. Danner, after
an invitation from Mr. Stanford, visited the half finished cellar.

n

red-face- d

Grads Hit Top
Dr. Frederick Frey, class of 1922,
has been elected chairman of the American Chemical Society's Division of
Petroleum Chemistry. Dr. Frey received the honorary Doctor of Science
degree from Wooster in 1948 and is
recognized as one of the outstanding
petroleum chemists in the country.

Mr. Danner, too, saw a chance for
some exciting field trips for his more
muscular students, and asked Mr.
Stanford's permission to dig for what
went behind the skull.
Undaunted by rocks, roots, and Mr.
Stanford, students began their anatomical excavation from the neck to the
pelvis and finally down the legs of
the creature. It was at the end of one
of the legs that the students began
to suspect they were on a wild horse
chase.

by his committee. A motion
to that effect was made and passed
unanimously.

Oberlin, Denison, and Wooster
some time in January for the secconferond annual

The Senate went on to make arrangements for the traditional Christmas Tree party to be held on the night
of December 10; President Sperry appointed Wally Wolf chairman of the
committee in charge of arrangements.

ence.

re-studi-

ed

high-point-
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DORMAIERS
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
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Shearling
Cushioned
leather
soles

and
COLOGNES

PiA

His Christmas

m!J $3. 50

wish-remo-

Satin
Makes ideal
Christmas Gifts.

vable

se

$5 to ?10. Plus tax.

WOOSTER
THEATRE

They're
Washable!

SATURDAY

and

LADY AND THE

at

BANDIT

FAIR PRICES

fOX

s

GENE KELLY in

You've Tried the Rest
Now Try the BEST

AN AMERICAN
IN PARIS

Located at the Ohio Hotel

RD.

. .

THE GIFT CORNER

MILK

You are welcome to look them over.

Comfortable, durable ano practical !
You'll go for these attractive, smartly
colored LOUNGERS in a big way.
Soft, resilient, 100
pure wool sox
for warmth and ankle right snugness
hand-stitchedeerskin edged,
shearling cushioned leather soles for
rugged wear and long life. An ideal
gift, we have them in
colors and sizes for the
QJZ
whole family.

...

f

Cologne . . $1.75 to $5.00
Perfume . . . 2.50 and 5.00
Stick Perfume . . . 2.50
Stick Cologne . . . 2.00
Stick Ensemble . . . 4.50
Talc
1.00
Bath Powder . . . 2.25
Guest Soap
1.50
Soap - Bath Size . . 2.00

....
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SUN. through WED.
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Art

In three intriguing scents:
Black
Gold and White
pass-ca-

FINE FOOD

Our Christmas Cards and Gifts are in

PERFUMES

wallet by Enger-KresIn fine leathers,

FRIDAY

's

ANGELIQUE

f

!

Weigel's Barber Shop

Inter-varsity-

...

Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty Street

-

.iff J

BEST!

THE DAY THE EARTH
STOOD STILL

O

For Fellowship Meal

s.

with the

THF

V

'

advertised in POST

ASK FOR

f

Cosmetics

cry

FRANK WELLS

Drug Store

73

Main Floor

Wm.

Jnnat

Public Square

Phone

BRENNER BROS.

DAYf'ti

IDEAL DAIRY

ICE CREAM

Phone 319

133

N. Bever St.

BOOKS

WE HAVE A VERY LARGE

FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING
BUY OR ORDER EARLY
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN

SELECTION OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS
MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS BEFORE
THE LAST MINUTE RUSH.

TO

SPECIAL

The action
the dramatic
moved quickly, perhaps, as in the
death of Polonius, too quickly but
Partisan passions may run high in
then some concession has to be made
Severance Stadium tomorrow, but o
Ds
aud'
to the restless and noisy Wooster
w uujici givu
auui several Uberliu
ience.
visitors plan to shake hands across
With regard to lighting in charge
vTTCl I'vauxe after
uffn iui..
of Jim Andress and Tom Magruder
the final gun sounds.
the limited facilities of Scot AuditorWooster members of the Inter-va- i
ium were used to excellent advantage.
sity Christian Fellowship will pay
Mr. Becknell's setting had commendhost to the Oberlin Christian Fellow
able simplicity, and focused attention
ship for an evening meal together at
on what was central the words and
5:30, followed by a program which
actions of the players.
will include a talk by Miss Mary
One final comment: is a college Beaton of
national staff
audience too tender to hear such lines
Pete Vosteen,
president
of the
as "In the rank sweat of an enseamed
Wooster chapter, made arrangements
bed?" To cut lines because of exceswith the Oberlin group. Don Elliott
but exsive length is questionable,
is in charge of recreation after the
cusable; to cut Shakespeare on the
supper; Adele Youel is chairman of
grounds of indecency is intolerable and
the meal.
inexcusable. It is an insult to every

YOUR LOUNGING

To their amazement and dismay, of philosophy degree at Ohio State.
someone pulled a horseshoe off the
He has been with the Du Pont Comend of one of the legbones. Excavayears- tions were stopped soon after that, pany for 17
leaving the students with a wheelbarrow full of horse bones, and Mr.
Stanford with a slit trench in his back- i
yard instead of a garage in his basement.

CLEVELAND

e

all-da- y

Du Pont. After receiving his B. A.
degree in chemistry at Wooster, he
earned his master's degree and doctor

Meantime, Ohio State had reported
they could not make positive identification of the jawbone, and suggested
forwarding it to a New York museum. However, Mr. Danner and Mr. !
Charles Moke, also of the geology
department, decided to take the jaw
to a Detroit meeting of the Geological

four-colleg-

Scots Bury Hatchet

(Continued from page one)

Organizations are urged by Wooster chairman Carol Cole to name del
egates to confer with students from
the other schools on common interests
and problems. Seminars are scheduled
session, with a box
The next item on the agenda was for the
to be furnished by
noon
at
lunch
head
the election of Susan Parker to
the annual Color Day festivities. Pres- Wesleyan for a small fee.
ident Sperry pointed out that this
Lists are to be posted shortly in
early action was taken in accordance conspicuous places for signatures of
with recommendations made by Price any students interested in attending
Daw, last year's Color Day chairman, the conference. Transportation will be
who urged earlier and better organiza- furnished by the committee, with inof trutli and art. It is high time
tion of the Color Day committee.
dividuals purchasing their own tickets. lover
the Speech Department ceased to make
Week-en- d
This year's gathering is being pat
activities were discowardly concession to the vulgarterned after the Denison conference this
cussed by the Senate. The Student
of
the multitude.
ity
suceleven
which
last
pronounced
was
year,
open
be
until
Union will
cessful in the exchange of ideas, probo'clock Friday night for dancing.
lems, techniques, and even materials.
The Senate voted unanimously
Bob Clark is intercollegiate coordinathat it favors NO corsages for
tor for the campus in regard to the
the Dad's Day dance, but that it
conference and also the annual mock
does favor flowers for the ChristUN assembly.
mas Formal. Martha Orahood
asked for a clarification of the
word "favor," and it was pointed
out that the Senate had no enDO
forcement powers in this connec. r.
Her Christmas wish
tion. Jane Abernathy complained
a beautiful
that not enough publicity was
saddle leather wallet,
a perfect color
given to Senate decisions, and it
arrpnt 4fi Pine iv
was generally agreed that Senate
decisions on corsages should be
made known far in advance.

Dr. Edward Wesp, class of 1929,
has been made assistant director of
production for "Orion" produced by

COFFEE SHOP

Hamlet

Wesleyan Host To

SENATE

16, i95l

ORDERS

Charge Accounts Available
Gifts in any price range
Each gift beautifully wrapped
We will also mail it for you

City Book Store
PUBLIC SQUARE

ORDER EXTRA PRINTS

if you wish

New Reduced Prices!
ORDER ENOUGH PRINTS TO GO AROUND
Your friends and family will want these pictures
Special November Offer!
We will print your favorite snapshots
Jumbo size
Bound in our famous "Memory Album"

A GIFT FROM SHIBLEY & HUDSON
IS ALWAYS SOMETHING SPECIAL

IT'S

at a special low price of 5c each.
Order Extra Prints when your roll is developed and save more.
Films Developed Free
When 2 or more prints are ordered at the time your
roll is developed. All the prints in the order will be charged
at the November low price of only 5c each!
We print only the good negatives.
We guarantee pictures which will please you.
This offer expires November 30, 1951.
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Muskoff Drugs, Wooster Hotel B!dg.

It's about time! Mother had her day. Then sweetest day,
Apple Day . . . someone getting in the act every week . .
and who pays the freight? You guessed it! GOOD OLD DAD.
OHIO

ON THI SQUARI

OLIN & MARGARET PRITCHARD, Owners
-

-

TURN

WE TAKE OUR HAT OFF TO THE DADS
WE'RE FOR 'EM 100.

FREEDLAHDERS
The Store of

a

Thousand Beautiful Gifts
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